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2Abstract
In the last two decades, the growing trend of software development industry has
made different aspects of software engineering more interesting for the computer
science research community. Software development life-cycle is one of these as-
pects that has a significant impact on the success/failure of software development
projects. Since each software development methodology relatively provides its own
software development life-cycle, encoding software development life-cycle in a work-
flow representation language can help developers to properly manage their software
projects. In addition, such encoding can also be used in CASE tools. In this report,
we consider the software development life-cycle as a workflow that can be represented
by semantic web and rule based languages. Such consideration let one analyze the
properties of the life-cycle. Specifically, we take a well-known agent oriented software
development methodology and show that its corresponding life-cycle can be specified
by Transaction Logic easily and concisely. Finally, the compact and clear repre-
sentation of the life-cycle in Transaction Logic can be used in CASE tools to guide
software developers.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Due to the significant impact of a software development process and workflow on its resulted soft-
ware system, the development and consideration of these workflows always have been in the center
of attention of software engineering researchers. A software development process is a collection of
coordinated activities designed to construct a complex software system. Every software develop-
ment pattern, e.g. agent oriented or object oriented, is supposed to provide a precise definition of
its corresponding software development process.
Since each methodology offers different modeling concepts, analysis and design techniques,
notations and supporting tools, selection of the appropriate methodology is crucial for developers.
In general, the vast range of available methodologies may cause undesirable effects: (1) Confusion in
selecting a methodology for a specific problem, in particular for industrial developers (2) Difficulty
in reaching standards due to multiplicity of methodologies using different specifications; (3) Lack
of sufficient samples and case studies in existing methodologies. To address these problems some
frameworks are needed to evaluate agent oriented methodologies from different views. As one of
the main components of software development methodologies, the evaluation of development life-
cycle is playing an important role in the evaluation of software development methodologies. The
encoding of software development life-cycle in a workflow representation language can also be used
for the evaluation of such life-cycles. Moreover, although several approaches [3, 4, 1, 2, 5] has been
proposed to evaluate agent oriented methodologies based on the dependency of stages and artifacts,
none of these approaches are used in agent-based CASE tools.
There are several studies for the comparison of software development life-cycles. A set of criteria
for feature based analysis of methodologies has been provided by [19, 20]. This set of criteria consists
of software Engineering criteria and agent based characteristics. A similar work has been done in
[11]. In all of these studies, only a feature based comparison of methodologies have been provided
and the life-cycle is not viewed as a workflow. In practice, although feature based studies can guide
developers to choose an appropriate methodology for their software development projects, they
cannot guide developers during the software development process.
The recent developments in Semantic Web services and the successful projects such as the
WSMO,1 OWL-S,2 and SWSL3 have directed us to the logic based modeling of the software de-
velopment life-cycles. Moreover, the recent developments in [18, 17, 16] show that Concurrent
Transaction Logic can be considered as a very powerful tool for representation of semantic web
workflows. In this report, we will also show that the Transaction Logic also can be used for mod-
1http://www.wsmo.org/
2http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/
3http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWSF-SWSL/
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4eling software development life-cycles. Such modeling can be used in several software engineering
aspects, e.g CASE tools or methodology evaluation. For example, there exists an interpreter [12]
for the execution of Concurrent Transaction Logic that can be used in the development of CASE
tools.
The rest of this report is structured as follows: to make the report self-contained, in Chapter 2,
we provide a brief explanation of concurrent transaction logic; in Chapter 3, we will briefly review
our methodlogy; Chapter 4 provides an example as our case study; Finally Chapter 5 draws our
conclusion.
Chapter 2
Overview of Concurrent Transaction
Logic
In this chapter we briefly remind the reader a number of standard concepts in logic and Transaction
Logic. For further details, the reader is referred to [9, 7, 8, 6, 10].
To represent workflow tasks and actions, we only assume denumerable sets of variables V,
constants C, and predicate symbols P—all three sets being pairwise disjoint. Actions in Transaction
Logic update the state of a system by adding or deleting statements about predicates. Atomic
formulas (or just atoms) have the form p(t1, ..., tn), were p ∈ P and each ti is either a constant
or a variable.
Transaction Logic is a faithful extension of the first-order predicate calculus and so all of that
syntax carries over. In this report, since we need just rules, we explain related connectives and omit
the rest of Transaction Logic’s syntax from now on. In our application, one the useful connectives
from Transaction Logic is the serial conjunction , denoted ⊗. It is a binary associative connective,
like the classical conjunction, but it is not commutative. Informally, the formula φ⊗ψ is understood
as a composite action that denotes an execution of φ followed by an execution of ψ. The concurrent
conjunction connective, φ‖ψ, is associative and commutative. Informally, it says that φ and ψ
can execute in an interleaved fashion. The logic also has other connectives but they are beyond the
scope of this report.
As pointed earlier, Transaction Logic provides a general, extensible mechanism of elementary
updates or elementary actions, which have the important effect of taking the infamous frame
problem out of many considerations in this logic (see [7, 8, 9]). Here we will use only the following
two types of elementary actions: +p(t1, . . . , tn) and −p(t1, . . . , tn), where p denotes a predicate
symbol of appropriate arity and t1, ..., tn are terms. These actions can be formally defined as
follows: Given a state S and a ground elementary action α = +p(a1, . . . , an), an execution of α at
state S adds the literal p(a1, . . . , an). Similarly, executing −p(a1, . . . , an) results in a state that is
exactly like S, but p(a1, . . . , an) is deleted.
A serial rule is a statement of the form
h← b1 ⊗ b2 ⊗ . . .⊗ bn. (2.1)
where h is an atomic formula and b1, ..., bn are literals or elementary actions. The informal meaning
of such a rule is that h is a complex action and one way to execute h is to execute b1 then b2, etc.,
and finally to execute bn.
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Chapter 3
Representing Lifecycles in
Transaction Logic
A software development life-cycle is consisting of a set of tasks that are partially ordered due to
their required and produced artifacts. In fact, each task either need to use some artifacts provided
by other tasks, or is a starting task, i.e. a task can be started at the beginning of the project.
To represent elements of a software engineering project, we assume denumerable sets of variables
V, constants C, and predicate symbols P—all three sets being pairwise disjoint. In our case,
constants are representing components or parts of the software or models. For instance, the
agent seller ∈ C represents an agent selling stuff in a virtual multi-agent marketplace.
Like other formal logical representations, atomic formulas (or just atoms) have the form
p(t1, ..., tn), were p ∈ P and each ti is either a constant or a variable. A fact is a ground (i.e.,
variable-free) atom. Every software engineering task θ can be modeled by the following components:
• pθ(X1, ..., Xn) is an atom in which X1, ..., Xn are variables and pθ is a predicate that is reserved
to represent the software development task and can be used for no other purpose;
• Reqθ, called the requirements of θ, is a set of literals that are representing artifacts required
for the completion of this task;
• Prodθ, called the productions of θ, is a set of literals that are representing artifacts/requirements
produced by the completion of this task or requirements that is deleted by its completion;
This model of actions and artifacts can represent different types of dependencies between soft-
ware development tasks. Finally, a software development life-cycle can be represented as a com-
posite action in Transaction Logic, defining the sequence of different tasks. Tasks are also ordered
based on their corresponding required/produced artifacts.
This technique can help us to extract the life-cycle of a software development methodology
based on the dependency between artifacts. Conjunction and disjunction are the two types of
dependencies between artifacts which are described as follows:
3.1 Conjunction Dependency
Sometimes, in software engineering methodologies’ lifecycle, completeness of some other models are
required for preparing a model. For example, in Figure 3.1, model A has conjunction dependency
on model B, C and D. Therefore Model A can not be started till B, C and D are provided. In this
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8Figure 3.1: Conjunction Dependency.
Figure 3.2: Disjunction Dependency.
type of dependency, Complexity of the dependant is influenced by complexity of every single one
of its prerequisites. Actions of this type can be represented as follows:
α←− (B ∧ C ∧D)⊗+A. (3.1)
3.2 Disjunction Dependency
In the agent oriented methodology lifecycle, sometimes there is another type of dependencies be-
tween models, in which completeness of one of the other models is adequate for preparing the
particular model. For example, in Figure 3.2, model A has disjunction dependency on model B, C
and D. In that case model A can be started as soon as one of B, C or D is provided. Actions of
this type can be represented as follows:
α←− B ⊗+A. (3.2)
α←− C ⊗+A.
α←− D ⊗+A.
3.3 Monitoring the Workflow
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the provided models can be applied for several purposes, including
management of software development process. To monitor the progress of a software development
project, project managers need to check the status of different artifacts and components and figure
out critical dependencies in the project life-cycle. Depending on the size of projects, sometimes
managers face a large number of tasks and artifacts that can be difficult to manage and monitor.
Our proposed model can be used simply to help managers to control the dynamics of project, while
track the status of artifacts and possibility of starting a task.
9Figure 3.3: A sample task network from a software development methodology.
Let us explain this application via a simple example. Consider the simple task network
shown in Figure 3.3. This task network can be represented using the Transaction Logic rules
in (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6). Let C in these rules denote the under development component of
the projects.
Task1(C)←− ( Artifact1(C)∧ (3.3)
Artifact3(C) )
⊗ +Artifact2(C).
Task2(C)←− ( Artifact1(C) ) (3.4)
⊗ +Artifact3(C).
Task3(C)←− ( Artifact2(C)∧ (3.5)
Artifact3(C) )
⊗ +Artifact4(C).
Task4(C)←− ( Artifact1(C) ) (3.6)
⊗ +Artifact5(C).
Task4(C)←− ( Artifact2(C) )
⊗ +Artifact5(C).
Task4(C)←− ( Artifact4(C) )
⊗ +Artifact5(C).
Suppose that in a sample software development project, none of the artifactsArtifact1, Artifact2,
Artifact3, Artifact4, and Artifact5 has been produced for the component car yet. If the project
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manager wants to check the possibility of the execution of Task4(car), he can simply execute the
following query in the knowledge base:
?−  Task4(car). (3.7)
Clearly, Transaction Logic responds false to this query as none of the preconditions of Task4(car)
has been produced so far. If an execution of a task inserts Artifact1(car) to the knowledge base,
then the response to that query will be true.
Chapter 4
A Case Study
In this Chapter, we briefly explain our method using a case study. We use the life-cycle of MaSE and
MASCommonKADS, two famous agent oriented software engineering methodologies. Figure 4.1
shows the sequence of tasks in MaSE. For instance, Task 1 in Figure 4.1 can be represented as
follows:
Task1 ←− ( Goal Hierarchy∧ (4.1)
Sequence diagram∧
Role Model )
⊗ + Concurrent Tasks.
Figure 4.2 also shows the sequence of tasks in MASCommonKADS. For instance, the combi-
nation of Task 1, Task 2, and Task 3 in Figure 4.2 can be defined as Task 4, represented as
follows:
Task4 ←− (UER ∧ CRC ) (4.2)
⊗ +Agent Model.
Task4 ←− ( Reaction diagram∧
Collaboration diagram )
⊗ +Agent Model.
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Figure 4.1: The life-cycle of MaSE methodology.
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Figure 4.2: The life-cycle of MASCommonKADS methodology.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this report, we discussed a novel method for representing software development life-cycles in
Transaction Logic. As an illustration, we have shown that sophisticated software development
life-cycles, such as MaSE’s life-cycle, can be naturally represented in Transaction Logic and that
the use of this powerful logic opens up new possibilities for generalizations and devising new, more
efficient methodologies. This representation also can be used in the development of CASE tools.
We are planning to investigate using defeasible reasoning and argumentation theory [13] to
extend our developments. Another promising direction for this research is to investigate other rule
based system, e.g. Answer Set Programming [15][14], and possibly get more efficient methodologies.
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